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SOFTBALL ATHLETES SNAG THIS
JESUIT UNIVERSITIES NEED TO PROTECT THEIR PRESS
Loyola University Chicago (LUC) implemented a new media policy that requires their student journalists to obtain approval from University Marketing and
Communications before interviewing any employee at the institution.
WhileLUC revised this policy following the backlash, The Spectator condemns this attack on the press and isconcerned for the precedent set by another Jesuit
institution. We stand in solidarity with The Phoenix, and affirm their own editorial, “Loyola’s Media Policy is Straight Out of the Trump Playbook.”
Loyola University Chicago President Jo Ann Rooney cited “previous reporting errors” to justify the implementation of the policy. However, she refused to say
what those errors were. In fact, Loyola left The Phoenix with dozens ofunanswered questions due to this new policy.
The Phoenix began a running list of these questions from the university on their website, where the list rounds but at 27 at the time of the publication of
this editorial.
The Spectator believes that this is 27 too many.
The Phoenix reports they now receive “perfectly crafted, one sentence statements” in response to interview requests since the implementation of the new
policy—or they don’t receive an answer at all.
Dodging questions censors journalism. Robotic emailedstatements censor journalism. These are public relations tactics. The Spectator believes that The Phoenix
should not be censored for the sake of Loyola’s own damage control.
Questioning those in positions of power and systems of power is the reason journalism exists. It’s in our job description to find out what is working and what
isn’t working in our community. Those conversations cannot be conveyed over email. In fact, The Spectator does not allow email interviews for this very reason.
The President of the United States tweeted on Wednesday morning that the “press is the enemy of thepeople.” Also on Wednesday, Pope Francis said that critics
of the Church are “friends with the devil.”
In an era when the press in the United States is under unprecedented attack, how could Loyola not realize the context they’re operating in? The Spectator finds
the former media policy tasteless and dangerous within this trying time for the safety and security of the free press and journalists themselves.
We are glad that the administration at LUC decided to rethink their policy that severely limited the freedom of the press—even at a private institution. The
freedom of the press is promised in the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United States of America to all Americans. The Spectator Editorial Board
believes this applies to private Jesuit universities too.
During this already heightened time for the safety of the free press, The Spectator Editorial Board insists that Seattle University takes proactive measures to
protect its own paper. We affirm the statements fromVice President ofCommunications Scott McClellan surrounding the freedomof the press, but we are asking
for more—specifically a freedom ofexpression clause modeled after Georgetown University, another Jesuit university.
The Spectator is exploring options for how to get this clause in the Seattle U Student Code of Conduct so that students who are promised this freedom by the
very Constitutionof the country we stand in, will unequivocally include the student journalists that work at the newspaper at a private university. —The Spectator
Editorial Board
— The SpectatorEditorial Board
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AMAZON’S BIRTHPLACE FOR SALE—Based in
Seattle, the worlds 18th largest company got its
start in the same way many othergrand American
corporations have: in a garage. Jeff Bezos opened
Amazon for business almost 25 years ago in a
small one-storyhouse located on 10704 Northeast
28th Street in Bellevue. For the first time in 10
years, this early Amazon headquarters is on sale
for $1.49 million, about .001 percent of Bezos’ net
worth. The house was remodeled extensively since
Bezos last lived in it, including its famous garage
that housed the iconic “Amazon Desk,” consisting
of a wooden door from Home Depot and two-by-
fours. What does remain is the oversized mailbox
at the front of the home that Bezos used to collect
an endless supply of catalogs. Today, the couple
that lives in the house shrugs off the history of
the house but uses its significance as a marketing
stunt to sell the house.
FAKE NEWS GENERATORTHREATENS SOCIETY-
Co-founded by Elon Musk, OpenAI is a well-
respected nonprofit research organization that
aims to develop artificial intelligence that will
benefit humanity. One oftheir recent creations is a
tool that produces an entirely fakearticle complete
with sources and analytical commentary. The user
only has to input a subject and action and within
seconds the article is created. Critics have been
quick to identify the threat that the tool poses as
this generation struggles with fake news already.
Paired with other tools such as “Deep Fake API,”
one could potentially see articles complete with
video sources that are completely computer
generated. The tool was found to be so dangerous
thatMuskhas decided toleavethe board ofhisown
organization, worried that he could potentially be
mixed in with the organizations moral dilemmas.
NEWS
POPE ADDRESSES THE CATHOLIC CHURCH’S
HISTORY OF SEXUAL ASSAULT-Tens of
thousandsofchildren havebeen sexually assaulted
under the eyes ofthe church, which Pope Francis
addressed at an unprecedented Vatican summit
on Feb. 20. Pope Francis denounced the acts
of church leaders and called for an end to the
practice of hiding scandal after scandal of sexual
assault. 190 bishops and religious superiors
were in attendance at the summit. Pope Francis
stated that those who spent their lives criticizing
the church were “friends of the devil” and also
called those who had sexually assaulted minors
“instruments of Satan,” urging leaders to help
make a change in their communities. Still, many
were left disappointed by the gathering, as it
did not establish set rules or regulations to help
combat the problem. The Pope categorized the
gathering as a “meeting characterized by prayer
and discernment.” Still, many supporters see
this as a change in language that the Church
desperately needs, one that will set the stage for
change in the future.
BREXIT VOTE DELAYED AGAIN-British Prime
Minister Theresa May announced on Feb. 24
that she would be delaying the vote on the
Brexit deal once again, this time slating the
parliamentary conclusion for March 12. Three
years after the initial referendum passed, and
following a tough defeat in Parliament, May is
still looking to leave the European Union by
March 29, a date that politicians and reporters
are arguing is holding parliament hostage with
little time to come to consensus. Leader of the
Labour Party Jeremy Corbyn critiqued the delay
as a blatant attempt to buy more time to pass
the proposal, one that has become increasingly
unpopular as time has progressed. Corbyn
claimed it as an attempt to force the country to
choose between “a bad deal” and a dangerous
“no deal.”
ELON MUSK AND SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION AT IT AGAIN -The Securities and
Exchange Commission is once again threatening
to punish Elon Musk for misleading tweets,
this time pointing at a recent tweet where he
stated that “Tesla made 0 cars in 2011, but will
make around 500k in 2019.” The SEC found
the language misleading and has now asked a
federal judge to hold Tesla CEO Elon Musk in
contempt for his actions. Elon Musk responded,
stating that the SEC “forgot to read Tesla earnings
transcript, which clearly states 350k to 500k. How
embarrassing ...” The SEC, however, claimed that
the report mentioned “vehicles” and not “cars” as
Musk’s tweet did. On Aug. 7,2018,Musk was sued
by the Securities and Exchange Commission for
tweeting out to his 22 million Twitter followers
that he was going to take Tesla private at $420
a share and also claiming that “funding [was]
secured.” The suit resulted in a steep rise in Tesla
stock the following day and market disruption
over what was essentially and unfounded claim.
The attack by the SEC led to Musk stepping down
as the chairman ofTesla for the next few years.
PUGET PLUNGERS AIM FOR THE WORLD
RECORD—Held in the winter, Polar Plunges
involve participants charging into frigid water
on the prospect of raising money for many
different charitable causes. This year, Seattle
aimed to break the world record for the world’s
largest polar plunge in history. Partnering with
the Special Olympics of Washington to support
athletes, the Polar Plunge was complete with food
for participants to enjoy, music, photo booths,
costume contests, beer, awards, and of course:
the dive. While they fell just short ofbreaking the
world record, the Puget Plungers at Alki Beach
donated a total of $166.5 thousand dollars, well
above their initial goal.
The editor can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
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RESTRICTIVE LOYOLA CHICAGO MEDIA POLICY MEETS CRITICISM
Josh Merchant and Anna Kaplan
News & Investigative Editor
In light of a stringent media policy
implemented at Loyola University
Chicago (LUC) at the beginning of
February that many, including LUC
faculty and the American Association
of University Professors (AAUP),
argue stifled student journalism,
Seattle University has stated that
student journalism is of utmost
importance and condemned the
policy as “extremely problematic.”
LUC’s media policy had stated
that no reporter could interview a
university employee without prior
approval from University Marketing
and Communication—even if the
inquiry involved a reporter trying
to speak to a professor as an expert
source for an article.
The journalists at The Phoenix,
LUC’s student newspaper, wrote that
they found that the policy muzzled
their ability to report, which in turn
failed the students in the community
The Phoenix covers, in an editorial
titled “Loyola’s MediaPolicy is Straight
Out of the Trump Playbook.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LOYOLA PHOENIX
Criticism of Loyola University Chicago’s compares Loyola’s president Jo Ann Rooney to the actions of President
Donald Trump.
“We perform a valuable function
to every Loyola student,” the editorial
board wrote. “We’re members of this
community. We’re the voice of Loyola
students, working to hold those
responsible for our health, safety and
education accountable. Yet, Rooney’s
administration is trying to muzzle us
because it ‘protects the brand.’”
The administration at LUC justified
the policy by pointing to previous
mistakes in reporting that created a
liability for the university, but refused
to tell the staff members at The
Phoenix what those mistakes were.
This policy also drew stark
criticism from the LUC School of
Communications, who believe that
the university was restricting their
right to interact with the media as
scholars and researchers.
“We, the below signed faculty
members in the School of
Communication, teach our students
the value of free speech, a free
and open exchange of ideas, and
transparency,” the faculty wrote on an
online petition that received dozens of
signatures. “We believe that Loyola’s
Media Relations Policy is not in
accordance with these values.”
These faculty further criticized the
policy along the lines of Jesuit values,
arguing that it runs contrary to the
“Jesuit mission of ‘service of faith and
promotion of justice.’”
LUC is a memberofthe Association
of Jesuit Colleges and Universities,
and some are concerned about the
way this policy could cue other Jesuit
universities to enact similar strategies
to restrict student journalism.
Vice President of Communications
at Seattle U Scott McClellan said that
he does not envision Seattle U ever
applying any policy like the one in
place at LUC, and he did not hesitate
to criticize its purpose at LUC in the
first place.
“I think particularly in a university
setting, it’s an extremely problematic
policy tohave in place,” he said. “When
you consider what a university’s
purpose is, part of that is to foster
intellectual discourse and debate, and
restrictivemedia policies run counter-
productive to thatand are inconsistent
with it.”
However, Seattle U has had ahistory
of infringing on the rights of the press
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in the past. Papers have been pulled
from the stands in 2009 and just last
year in 2018, whenFather David Leigh
S.J. removed copies of The Spectator
that had a student performing in the
on-campus drag show on the cover.
After refusing an interview with
The Spectator, University President
Fr. Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. wrote a
statement that supported addressing
concerns about accuracy in reporting
in dialogue with one another.
“Their policy that has since been
rescinded is not something we would
envision putting inplace here at Seattle
U,” Sundborg wrote. “We want to be
supportive of our student journalists,
their press freedoms, and their
guidance by journalistic standards, in
their work in covering the concerns of
students. We also support that student
journalists have access to faculty
and administrators.”
McClellan added that he thinks
that student newspapers are a great
opportunity for experiential learning
for journalists.
“I thinkthe student journalists play a
very important role in terms ofbeing a
watchdog and expressing the concerns
ofstudents or covering the concerns of
students, and then holding leadership
to account for the decisions that are
made,” McClellan said. “I think that
serves the university very well in
terms of what The Spectator does.”
Loyola University Chicago
said that they were reviewing the
media policy with a task force
made up of administrators, faculty,
student journalists, independent
journalists, and other stakeholders.
The administration has not delayed
in revising the policy in the
meantime, clarifying that “faculty
and administrators are encouraged
to engage directly with members
of the media.”
Josh and Anna may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U DEBATE EYES THE NATIONAL DEBATE SEMIFINALS
Matthew Williams
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle University Debate Union
has been on a roll this year with
multiple victories ranging from
the Varsity to Junior Varsity level.
In October, the team travelled to
Lewis & ClarkCollege foratournament
and leftwith some impressivevictories.
One of Seattle U’s teams came in
first and eight more teams placed. In
November, competing against colleges
from nine states and two Canadian
provinces, Seattle U brought home
two first place winners and eight
team placements overall. Last month
saw two first place teams and eight
teams placing overall at the Western
Washington University Tournament.
Head Coach Jim Hanson said
that the students’ commitment to
the team and debate makes the
Seattle U Debate Union stand out.
“They get good coaching advice,
especially from our mentors
and. assistant coaches,” Hanson
said. “They make strategic
and persuasive arguments.
They work together as a team.”
Students at a debate competition
have 15 minutes to craft arguments
regarding a myriad of relevant topics.
Collegiate debate may not be
popular amongst the masses quite
yet, but to be successful, one needs
to exhibit posture, poise, logic, and
charm. A large part of winning a
debate is based on logical arguments
and responses, however there
is a place for charisma as well.
Computer Science major
Alyssa Gaston had multiple first
place victories this year, and she
said that much of debate comes
down to “perceptual dominance.”
“My partner always says, ‘In debate
you’re six foot eight,”’ Gaston said.
Treasurerof the team and Sociology
major Hatcher Chapman reiterated
the importance of certainty in debate.
“When you walk into a room
and have confidence in what you’re
saying, you can make the other people
in the room believe you,” he said.
First-year Communications
6 NEWS
and Media major Lily Panetta
reflected this sentiment. She said
that having self-confidence is a key
component of a debate competition.
“The goal of debate is not to
make someone else look small...
but to make yourself feel huge in
the most positive way,” Panetta said.
Speaking to members of the debate
teamisa mesmerizingactivity ifyouare
interested in either the art of speaking
or camaraderie. It is immediately
clear that they have spent countless
hours practicing the craft of proper
speech because ofhow well they do it.
Where many college students
would use filler words, the folks on
the Debate Team don’t use those filler
words; they are clear and concise.
The team members also don’t speak
over each other, which is noticeable
because of its rarity. Teamwork and
camaraderie are important aspects
of the group, as Chapman noted.
“My goal in debate is to make
my partner feel 12 feet tall—-
not necessarily myself,” he said.
The debate team comes from
all walks of the academic world;
they major in fields varying from
communications, to computerscience,
to physics, sociology and many
subjects in between. This diversity of
backgrounds can be useful when the
team groups to form arguments on
topics ranging from different fields.
Physics major Alex Lindgren-
Ruby pointed to a particular
instance in which this diversity
of backgrounds came in handy.
“We will get an international
relations topic, and Lily, who’s a
communications major, will point out
aspectsrelevant to it, and I’ll be able to
say, ‘Oh,I know aboutthis international
cooperative projecton nuclearfusion.’”
Seattle U Debate Union beats
colleges in Oregon, Washington, and
Canada, as well as renowned schools
like University of California Berkeley
on the regular, and it’s looking to
break into the Ivy Leagues. Beating
the Ivy Leagues is one barrier that has
kept Seattle U from breaking into the
national championship quarter finals.
IvyLeague teamshavelargerbudgets,
which means debate teams like
Harvard can debate internationally,
consistently, and. against the best
competition the globe has to offer.
From April 12 to 15 at Clemson
University, the Seattle U debate team
Will face, off as a David amongst
Goliaths of the collegiate debate world,
and theyhave a shot at being the upset.
For this year, the goal is to break the
treacherous quarterfinal barrier and
move a debater onto the semi-finals.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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KANTER PRESENTS BUDGET AT HER LAST TRANSPARENCY FORUM
Frances Divinagracia
Managing Editor
On Feb. 21 Chief Financial Officer
(CFO) and Senior Vice President
of Seattle University Connie Kanter
partnered with Student Government
of Seattle University to host the Budget
TransparencyForum and discuss with
the campus community where tuition
dollars go.
Kanter created an hour-long
presentation and planned to examine
the breakdown of each section of
the 2019-2020 academic school year
budget. Along with the FY19 budget,
Kanter outlined that shewould go over
updates on the endowment, the fossil
fuel divestment plan, and other new
developments approved within the
university. A group ofstudent activists
asking questions ended up taking up
the rest of time, however, so Kanter
only went over the FY19 budget.
Among the new developments that
were ofparticular interest to students,
Counseling andPsychological Services
will hire a part-time psychiatrist and
increase their number of full-time
employees, and the College of Arts &
Sciences will hire a part-time intern
and mentor advisor.
The forum was open to all members
ofthe Seattle U community, especially
marketed towards students who
were curious as to what their.tuition
covers. Marlon Basco, a junior
public affairs major, attended the
forum to better understand how the
budget was finalized.
“I’m one of the student leaders on
campus who didn’t know about the
budget,” Basco said. “As a student,
I really want to know what the
university spends their money on.”
Basco, who is also the program
director for the Residence Hall
Association, hoped to use the
information he gained at the forum
to possibly help address the concerns
that students living on-campus
might have.
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“I was hoping to learn more about
Chartwells and how the renovations
[would] impact the university in
a financial way because I work for
housing now, and that sort of covers
housing or meal plan,” Basco said.
Events like the Budget Transparency
Forum are important, according to
Basco, because they give Seattle U
community members the chance
to come together and have an open
dialogue about important campus
topics they are concernedabout.
“I think students, especially student
leaders, should begin fostering their
relationship with administration,”
Basco said. “I can see how a lot of
miscommunication can happen, so
I think for the future, we should just
start forming those relationships.
Due to time constraints, Kanter
was not able to finish her entire
presentation. After going over her
breakdown of the FY19 budget,
she spent the rest of the forum
answering questions pressed by
student activists. These students
brought up issues they had with
Seattle U, such as administrative
opposition to faculty unionization,
urban gentrification around the city,
and the lack of student representation
in the budget committee, among
other things.
In a follow-up interview with the
Spectator, Kanter went over the
remainder ofher presentation that she
was not able to share, which involved
updates to Seattle U’s five-year plan to
fully divest from fossil fuel companies.
Afterwards, Kanter also commented
on her reflections of how the forum
went after being side-tracked by the
student activists asking questions.
“I think the way they approach their
issues...there doesn’t appear to be an
openness for dialogue,” Kanter said.
“There doesn’t appear to be an interest
in hearing multiple points ofview.”
Kanter was not surprised by any of
the questions these activistsasked, but
she felt that these students represented
a narrow group within the university
that have a particular set ofissues that
they are passionate about. She felt that
other students who were there tolearn
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about the budget were not actually
given the chance to do so.
“Those students feel shut down
and they feel marginalized because
the more vocal protestors have
created a call-out’ culture, in which
you’re not allowed to actually be
supportive of anything the university’s
doing,” Kanter said. “We have a great
university, and I’m proud of our
university. It’s hard for me to leave this
place and for our students not to be
able to enjoy their love and their joy
for the university.”
Molly Mattingly, a senior public
affairs and sociologymajor, was one of
the student activistswho attended the
forum. She explained that their direct
action at the forum was not fully
planned out, but it was important that
they attended and raised these issues
to an administrator.
“Being at this one, there wasn’t
necessarily one specific goal,”
Mattingly said. “[We] just [wanted]
to show that students are paying
attention and that we do care about
what you’re doing with the budget,
and we do want more transparency...
The university definitely needs to
make the budget transparencyprocess
more available to students, as well as
advertise it better.”
This was Kanter’s last Budget
TransparencyForum, as she is leaving
Seattle U this week and will be starting
her new position as CEO of the Samis
Foundation. Associate Vice President
of Finance and Investment, Andrew
O’Boyle will serve as the Interim CFO
following Kanter’s official departure
on Feb. 28. A national search to find
a permanent CFO has already begun
and Seatde U plans to make a hire by
the beginning of spring quarter.
Frances may be reached at
fdivinagracia@su-spectator.com
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BLACK STUDENT UNION SHOWCASE PHOTO ESSAY
B-Boy Fidget performs his blend ofpop-rap with trap alongside hisfriend Eman-
uel Brown.
Payge Turner performed a mix of beautifully written ballads and bouncing pop
songs during herperformance at the BSU showcase.
8 NEWS
Payge Turner gets the entire crowd involved as she gets them to dance and sing to
“No Scrubs” by TLC.
All of the members of the Black Student Union posefor a photo alongside the art-
ists thatperformed lastFriday night.
PHOTO ESSAY BY MICHAEL OLLEE
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICE TO TRANSITION INTO NEW LOCATION
Kristen Nielsen
Volunteer Writer
Public Safety is scheduled to relocate
their office between March 22 to
March 31 to a new location two blocks
away in the Columbia Building,
across the street from the Redhawk
Fitness Center.
This change is due to the upcoming
demolition of the University Services
Building, scheduled to take place
sometimebetween mid-May and mid-
June, according to Facilities Director
of Design and Construction Lara
Branigan. The demolition date has yet
to be set, as the permit is still under
review. The general contractor for the
project is Skanska, who has worked
on other Seattle University projects
such as the Chapel of St. Ignatius,
as well as a variety of high-profile
projects internationally. Skanska will
also be in charge of the construction
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The current University Services Building, in its last days before demolition.
of the new Center for Science and
Innovation building that will replace
the University Services building.
Despite having a long history at
the University Services Building, the
Public Safety office is eager for the
change. At their current location, the
Public Safety office operates out of
two locations in the building to keep
up with their needs.
Craig Birklid, the executive director
of Public Safety and Transportation,
assured that the relocation will solve
this issue.
“We are split right now between
a space here and a space upstairs, so
we are very spread out,” Birklid said.
“The new location will be a good place
for Public Safety to come together. It’s
easier to be disconnectedthis way.”
In their new location, Public Safety
will be taking up the lower level ofthe
building. This means that not only
is the office going to come together,
it is going to expand and include an
emergencyoperations center.
This center will allow the school
to have an emergency location when
needed. As of now, students are told
to stay in classrooms with special
protocols for a variety of emergencies.
However, with their new location,
Public Safety will also be able to
provide a safe location for people to
convene when emergencies do occur.
They will now also have lockers
for Public Safety officers, making
their transitions into patrols much
more comfortable.
Many community members may
have concerns with the move, since
Public Safety had been at its location
in University Services for so long, but
Birklid said thatPublic Safety will still
be very present on campus.
“We really want to reassure the
community that we are still going to
be out and about and seeing folks,”
Birklid said;
Birklid also stressed that their
move should only take a few days
and will not change so much that the
community will notice. They will be
moving during the school’s spring
break, meaning the campus will
likely be much less active during this
time as well.
Birklid mentioned that while Public
Safety’s regular responsibilities will
remain as usual during the move,
the actual office will be closed for
a few days for the physical moving
process. Response times are not going
to change, as regular patrolling will
happen as scheduled. Though the
change will not be drastic, Public
Safety has been making other changes
to make them even more efficient as
an office overall.
“One thing we are trying to do is
move everything online. Two blocks
really isnot too far, but it does concern
some people,” Birklid said.
He also noted that there has
already been a shift to a stronger
online presence, with some processes
being moved completely online such
as parking permits and bus pass
renewals. Birklid hopes that this will
ease some of the community’s worries
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about their move—he thinks some
processes may become even more
efficient and convenient.
Public Safety takes care of a variety
of the university’s needs outside of
crime control and campus monitoring.
They handle bus pass renewals,
parking permits, access control, lost
and found, and driver authorization.
These processes are the ones likely to
begin to move online.
“We have already started doing our
bus pass renewals online, so students
don’t have to come into our office with
their receipts anymore,” Birklid said.
Public Safety also has plans to start
moving otherprocesses online.
“This Fall we are hoping to do an
upgrade to our parking system as we
are going to be a bit farther away. Just
because we are moving it’s going to be
a bit of an adjustment,” he said.
Birklid also stressed the importance
of Public Safety’s presence out in the
community grounds. Though there is
no scheduled open house for Public
Safety’s new location, they feel it is
important that people come to see
where they will eventually move to.
“We encourage the community
to come and see our new location,”
Birklid said.
He als<r mentioned that there will
be some wayfinding signs out on
Columbia street to help guide people
to their new office. Birklid feels that
students and the rest of the Seattle
University community should be
familiar with their new location and
share in the excitement of the soon-
to-be new and improved office.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Kung Fu Panda
0 Jennifer's Body
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f(gP You
o Ice Age 2
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From Left to Right: Nicole Marafino, Devon Fenesy, Dante Perez, and Alex Abraham




Afterwearing a uniformto school all ofmy life, I was excited to fully embrace the
lazyand tired college student lookwhen I started attending Seattle University.
Being from California, I romanticized the gloomy Seattle weather and had no
real grasp of what to prepare for. During my first year I resorted to finding
comfort in wearing only leggings, sweatpants, and oversized hoodies (I kind
of miss dressing like that every day, to be honest). Sophomore year came and
I found myself looking towards investing in more stylish jeans, jackets, and
shoes—but they weren’t exactly ideal forkeeping me warm. I became dissatisfied
with the fact that my closet was not fully expressing my style and that I was still
shivering in every part ofmy body.
With three winter quarters at Seattle U under my belt, I feel that now I’ve
finally got some sort ofsemblance asto what clothes fit into both the fashionand
functionality aspects of some of the coldest and isolating months of the year. I
startedreally paying attention to what otherpeople in Seattle were wearing and
gathering ideas from their own sense offashion to help improvemy own. I paid
attention to what articles of clothing worked with mybody type and what made
me feel the most like myself. Fashion has an amazing way of helping people
express themselves, and I’m glad I found a way to do so, despite living in a city
with such a cold climate.
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I’m not ashamed to admit this, but I
went through a really intense fedora
stage in the fifth grade. I lovedwearing
that fedora, until all of my friends
made fun of me for it. My pride was
hurt so badly at the ripe age of 11 that
every time I wore any kind of hat, I
hated the way it looked on my head.
I couldn’t bring myself to wear a hat,
even when I found myself in a rainy or
snowy area, because I thought I could
handle it. But when I started to realize
how cold my head and especially my
ears were during winters in Seattle, I
knew I had to set aside my pride.
Fortunately, I was able to find
two hats that have become staples
in my closet this winter: beanies
and berets.
Never underestimate the power
of the beanie. It’s so comfortable
and keeps my ears super warm, and
come in lots of cute colors and sizes.
I definitely jumped on the Carhartt
beanie bandwagon this year.
The beret is definitely a little bold,
which is what I thought the first time
I ever put one on. After trying to fit
it at several different angles, I found a
way that really fits with the shape of
my head and face, and it has become
one ofmy favorite pieces to add a little
flair to my outfit.
Layering
You might think that layering is a
no-brainer, but I was really against
it for most of my life. I overheat
easily, and because of this, I thought
I was immune to cold weather. For
me, layers were a hassle and just
completely unnecessary.
But the weather gods have favored
against me, and the Seattle freeze has
really broken down my protective
barriers. While I still find myself
overheating most of the time, I now
realize just how essential layers really
are. Especially during this year’s
winter, I am constantly yelling, “I’M
FREEZING!” and wishing I had
more layers to my outfit. I feel like
my biggest takeaway from this is that
during a Seattle winter, it’s better to
overestimate how cold you think
you’ll be, and that you can always take
layers off ifyou need to.
Layering can be something as easy
as wearing tights under your jeans,
multiple thin camisoles and t-shirts
on top of one another, or a heavier
coat over a hoodie or sweatshirt. My
favorite layering combination this
winter consists of a form-fitting tank
top or bodysuit as a base, any kind of
long sleeve with a turtle or mockneck,
and then a thicker sweater or shirt to
go on top. My entire closet consists of
neutralpiecesand colors, such as black,
white, and gray (with the occasional
splash of a primarycolor somewhere),
and makes layering so much easier
and versatile.
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Alex Abraham poses on a local street in a camo puffer coat well-
eauirred for winter.
Outerwear
Outerwear ismy absolute favorite part
of winter fashion. You’ve got coats,
jackets, hoodies, and sweatshirts as
your main options, and I’m always
drawn to investing more in stylish
yet practical choices when it comes to
this area.
To add ontomy piece about layering,
one of my more “laid-back” outfits
just involve putting on a windbreaker
or denim jacket over a hoodie and
calling it a day. This always keeps me
super warm and there are so many
different combinations you can easily
make with these articles of clothing. I
like to finish off the rest of the outfit
with some simple athleisure leggings,
tube socks, and my favorite pair of
sneakers. I’ve been seeing a huge trend
of people wearing puffer jackets too,
and I hoep to get my hands on one
soon. Oversized crew neck sweaters
are also a must-have piece, and
quarter-zip jackets are so underrated
in my opinion.
When I’m trying to dress up, my
dustercoat or myfaux fur jacket aremy
go-to outerwear options. The duster
is made of a thinner woven fabric, so
layering is a necessity when choosing
an outfit to complement it. My faux
fur jacket, which I got for a great deal
on the ASOS website, instantly makes
any outfit I wear feel much fancier, and
simultaneously cozier.
Bottoms
My despise for pants really conflicts
with the cold weather in Seattle, so
I’m definitely still trying to navigate
that dichotomyas I wear a denim skirt
almost every day of the week. Yes, my
thighs are absolutely freezing when it
hits below 35 degrees, but sometimes,
I just have to choose fashion
over comfort.
But I totally understand that
not everyone agrees with that, so
alternatively, when I really don’t think
I can bear to have my legs exposed, I
can always count on any pair ofLevi’s
(specifically my black denim mom
jeans) to last me a long time, no matter
how much I wear them. I’m looking
to invest in some corduroy pants
soon, also, but for now, I think denim
jeans are a foolproof plan for braving
the cold.
Shoes/Boots
I was wholly unprepared for the
amount of snow that came down this
year, and I really wish I had had some
better shoes to keep me from slipping
on every pile of ice that I stepped on.
But nonetheless, I’m grateful for my
three-eye Doc Martens and platform
chelsea boots for sticking with me
throughout all the torture I put them
through trying to walk around Seattle
during the Snowpocalypse. If I had
the chance to prepare ahead of time,
I definitely would have invested in
some Timberlands or any other shoe
with better grips on the sole, but for
the most part, the shoes I already had
did the job pretty well.
Accessories
The holy trinity of extra winter
precautions: scarves, gloves, and fuzzy
socks. I actually started wearing a
scarf this year and it has immensely
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Black chelsea boots with commando soles are perfect to
add some utility to a winter outfit.
improved the quality of my life.
They’re so easy to add to any outfit,
and there are so many fun ways to
style them. Gloves are a total life-
saver, and I am looking forward to
buying a simple pair to get ready for
next winter also. Most importantly,
fuzzy socks are god-tier, and a winter
wardrobe is nothing without them.
I’ve found a lot of enjoyment in
figuring out what I like to wear, and
it’s helped me develop a better sense
of who I am. The best part about
fashion, too, is that while some pieces
are timeless, it’s also ever-changing,
and I can’t wait to see how my style
evolves over the years, even for next
winter. And I especially can’t wait to
start dressing for spring quarter!
Frances may be reached at
fdivinagracia@su-spectator.com
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“YOU ON THE MOORS NOW” PHOTO ESSAY
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Seattle University’s winter quarterplay “You on the Moors Now” is showing Feb. 27 - March 2 at 7:30p. m. and March 3 at 2:00 p. m. at the Lee Centerfor the Arts.
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LOCAL SEATTLE CAKE CON CONVENTION TAKES THE CAKE
JackDerby
Volunteer Writer
A variety of sweet treats were on full
display on Sunday, Feb. 24 at the
2019 Seattle Cake Con in Fremont.
For visitors and patrons at the event,
Cake Con is a chance to salivate over
the masterful desserts created by
passionate bakers—and for bakers
and business managers—it is a chance
to bring exposure to their product.
By displaying their greatest culinary
creations or letting guests sample their
delicious treats, new small business
owners are able to expand their
clientele and get their name out in a
crowded market of dessert artisans.
James Siew launched his business,
Sendacake, about a month ago and
spoke about his experience navigating
the process of small business
ownership as a novice.
“This is our first event. We
really wanted to see how it went
before we committed to anything
else,” Siew said.
Despite Siew’s cautionary approach,
he has been encouraged by early
responses to his business.
“We’ve been getting great feedback,
great reactions. I think they’re
loving it.”
Like many other bakers at the
event, baking started as a hobby, but
he had to be convinced to pursue it
in a business capacity. Others, like
Mariela Camacho, knew that they
wanted to pursue baking as a business
from the beginning.
Since going full time last August,
business has been booming for
Camacho’s Mexican bakery,
Comadre Panaderia.
Her stand held an assortment of
Mexican baked goods, including her
best-selling canchas, which are not
your typical pan dulce. Unlike most
canchas, which are colored by food
dye for variation amongst breads with
a singular flavor, Camacho’s canchas
are flavored to match their colors. Her
brown canchas have bits of chocolate
baked within them and she utilizes
freeze-dried strawberries to give her
red cancha its distinctive berry flavor.
Camacho’s ingenuity was far from an
anomaly at Cake Con, however.
Flying Apron, an entirely plant-
based and gluten-free baked goods
company, is managed by Christina
Lugo who discussed the success of
their unorthodox treats.
“It’s been really awesome to see
the reactions of people. We’ve kind
of pushed the boundaries of what’s
possible with different ingredients, so
we’re pretty proud of it,” Lugo said.
With a location in Fremont, where
the event was held, it was unsurprising
that the exposure from the event was
already paying off.
“It’s been really cool,” Lugo said.
“We’re already seeing a lot of support
in the store right now.”
It was difficult not to notice the
variance in the number of people that
visited each stand. Those who put
out samples, or had artful desserts on
display, got the most attention from
the guests. One table that received
quite a bit of attention was that of
Mark Schoenfeldt, who is part of a
husband-wife business called The
Perfect Mix.
He sculpts cake toppers out of
fondant, and allowed the guests to
try their hand at making their own.
He has been sculpting fondant into
creative models for eight years, and
his toppers go on made-to-order cakes
that his wife bakes.
Their operation started when
Schoenfeldt’s wife, Ebony, started
attending a baking class and
brought fondant home at night. The
Schoenfeldts played around with the
fondant, and eventually placed them
on cakes, leading to their current
business model. Schoenfeldt recalled
that it was not a serious business plan
at first, but the cakes and his toppers
caught on surprisingly well.
“She got a cake order, and then she
got two more cake orders, and then we
had abusiness,” Schoenfeldt said.
Stories like that ofthe Schoenfeldts
were abundant at the Seattle
Cake Con, as many of the bakers
came to start their businesses in
interesting ways.
Stella Martinez, owner ofLiberated
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All kinds ofcakes were displayed at the Cake Convention.
Foods, explained that her business
began with constant encouragement
from her daughter’s classmate’s
mother. After learning that her baked
goods were allergen free, the woman
pushed Martinez to start a business.
“She prodded me for a year or more,
saying, ‘You need to put your stuff
out there. There’s nothing like this,
especially that excludes everything
that you do, and tastes just as good,
if not better.’”
There were small business success
stories abound at the Seattle Cake
FEBRUARY 27,2019
Con, and it was encouraging to see
so many examples of small businesses
surviving, thriving, and supplying
treats that evoke joy from their
customers. Passion and tastyteatswere
everywhere at the Seattle Cake Con
with dozens of small business owners
reaping the rewards of following their
dreams-and the cake wasn’t half bad.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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NO HOST NO PROBLEM: 91ST ACADEMY AWARDS RECAP
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
The 91st Academy Awards took place
on Sunday night, honoring those in
the film industry for their artistic and
technical merit.
Tn 2018, the Oscars experienced an
alarming drop in views and ratings.
This year, they gained a modest
increase in audience, rising to 29.6
million views—a 12 percent increase.
Another variance from previous
years was thelackofa host. KevinHart
was slated to host this years show, but
homophobic tweets he posted in the
past resurfaced, causing lots of media
backlash. The academy gave Hart an
ultimatum:apologize or lose the gig.
Hart refused and the ceremonymoved
forward without a host.
Without a host, the focus was
put on the nominees and not the
sideline entertainment this year. Last
weekend’s award show shed light on
a few surprises and controversies
gaining stamina months prior
to the show.
Three out of the , four top acting
awards were won by non-white
actors, Regina King, Mahershala
Ali, and Rami Malek who stunned
in their roles in “If Beale Street
Could Talk,” “Green Book,” and
“Bohemian Rhapsody’’ Much like
this year’s viewers and ratings, the
number of diverse nominees and
award acceptors has skyrocketed. In
2015, not a single actor of color was
nominated, let alone awarded, in any
of the acting categories, leading to
April Reign’s creation of the hashtag
#OscarsSoWhite during the 2015
awards season.
Rami Malek won Best Actor for his
portrayal of Queen frontman Freddie
Mercury in ‘Bohemian Rhapsody.”
Malek is a first-generation american
born to Egyptian parents, and is the
first Egyptian actor to receive Best
Actor. Malek grew up in the San
Fernando valley, surrounded by a
diverse community. He struggled
as an actor initially being typecast
into stereotypical and offensive
roles Arabic and Egyptian roles.
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He no longer wanted to support
roles that portrayed his heritage in a
negative light.
Along with tackling issues of
diversity, The Academy Awards also
wrestled with the stigma surrounding
menstruation. A group of all female
filmmakers created an incredible
26-minute film documentary, “Period.
End of Sentence”, and were awarded
an Oscar for Best ShortDocumentary.
The film documents a groupof women
who make low-cost sanitary pads
for women in central India’s Hapur
district in an attempt to improve
women’s hygiene, empowerment, and
development. Film Director Rayka
Zehtabchi and Producer Melissa
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Burton emphasized the importance of
speaking openly about menstruation
and feminine hygiene during their
acceptance speech.
In what was a shock to many,
the Oscar for Best Picture was
awarded to “Green Book.” Upon the
announcement that “Green Book”
had won, “BlacKkKlansman” Director
Spike Lee attempted to leave the
ceremony. “Green Book” has been
criticized for its portrayal of real life
pianist Don Shirley. Family members
of Shirley’s were not consulted in the
creation offilm and have said the film
is “full of lies.”
In addition, critics have called
the film outdated in its depiction
of race relations and have said that
it reinforces narratives of white
saviorism. The Academy is considered
quite conservative, so although
“Roma” and “Black Panther” were
right up there with fan-picks, “Green
Book” felt like a more predictable pick.
Another surprising Academy
Award was given to Olivia Colman
for Best Actress, for her role as Queen
Anne in “The Favourite”. Along with
everyone in the Dolby Theater and
viewers worldwide, Colman herself
was clearly stunned when her name
was read out of the envelope. This was
Colman’s first ever Oscar nomination
and Academy Award.
“Black Panther” earned many
technical awards which ended up
being Marvel Studies first ever Oscar
win. Spike Lee, the winner for adapted
screenplay, was awarded an Oscar
for his movie “BlacKkKlansman”.
Lee took the stage for his acceptance
speech and urged people to “mobilize”
for the 2020 election and “be on the
right side of history. Let’s do the right
thing”—alluding to his his film “Do
the Right Thing.”
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
SPRING ARRIVES EARLY AT THE NORTHWEST FLOWER & GARDEN FESTIVAL
Myrea Mora
Staff Writer
Soon after The ArborDayFoundation
awarded Seattle University the
2018 Tree Campus USA award, the
Northwest Flower & Garden Festival
came to Seattle from Feb. 20-24.
The Tree Campus USA program
works to promote the care and
protection of the environment on
college campus. Five requirements
mustbe achieved before a campus can
be given the title: the establishment
of a campus tree advisory committee,
evidence of a campus tree-care plan,
verification of dedicated annual
expenditures on the campus tree
plan, involvement in an Arbor Day
Observance, and the institution of
a Service-Learning Project aimed at
engaging the student body.
Seattle U first received the Tree
Campus USA award in 2017 and made
it a goal to annually strive towards
maintaining the criteria required
to keep the accomplishment at
our university.
The university has proven to be
active in the community through its
commitment towards caring for the
environment. The Northwest Flower
& Garden Festival was a lovely display
of Seattle’s continuous love for nature
and came to town soon after the award
was given to Seattle U.
The annual Northwest Flower
& Garden Festival first took place
in 1989, earning the title of North
Americas second largest gardening
event. This year’s theme was “Gardens
of the World” and featured 20 display
gardens were built and put on
exhibition for all attendees to see. This
was the 31st edition of the festival and
took place at the Washington State
Convention Center.
The five-day event also had
around the clock free seminars,
more than 350 marketplace vendors,
over 30 plant market vendors and
ten 6x12 foot garden designs for
“City Living” inspiration.
The event could be perceived as an
indoor flea market due to its layout
on the third and fourth floor that
consisted of a variety of booths with
displays and items on sale. The event
proved to be popular in the Seattle
community, as there was a constant
flow of people participating in events
and speaking to vendors.
Despite the event title, the
booths were not limited to only
gardening; there was food, fashion,
and art stations that could be found
throughout the convention center.
The festival was broken down into
categories that consisted of Container
Wars, seminars, the marketplace,
the city living exhibits, floral design
workshops, the vintage garden market,
and lastly food and beverages.
The floral design workshop took
place each day with special guests: Jeni
Nelson, Baylor Chapman, Meredith
Isaacson, Hannah Morgan, and Jean
Louise Paquin Allen. Each individual
brought their talents to the event,
with workshops ranging from floral
headpieces to table runners and hand-
tied bouquets. The workshops took
place each day at 3 p.m. and were sold
out beforehand.
The Floral Competition was a
breathtaking arrangement of displays
that each had their unique takes on the
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The NorthwestFlower & Garden Festival held at the Washington State Convention Center in Seattle on Feb. 20, 2019.
festival’s theme. Many ofthe area’s best
floral designers were in attendance
and built their displays strategically
to represent their interpretation of
the theme. Some gardens included
“Imagining Ireland: Myth, Magic and
mystery,” “TaoistMyth: The Isles ofthe
Blest,” and “Alpenhaus- Switzerland
and Germany.” Imagining Irelandhad
a display resembling a cottage with
a small home in the middle of it and
the garden based in Switzerland had a
giant Swiss army knife in front of it.
The landscape design firms from
the Northwest did indeed embrace
the theme of this year’s festival with
their impressive displays that allowed
those in attendance to get a feel for
gardening all around the world. From
vast locations such as India, Italy, and
Asia, to modern gardens from here at
home, the gardens displayed creativity
and beauty through nature.
A trio of luminaries were brought to
the event to judge the gardeners. The
judges were Charles A. Birnbaum,
the president, CEO, and founder of
the Cultural Landscape Foundation
from New York; Suzanne Area, the
founder and principal of Suzanne
Area Design from the San Francisco
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Bay Area; and William A. McNamara,
the president, and executive director
of Quarryhill Botanical Garden from
Northern California.
The judges also brought their own
seminars to the festival that took
place on Wednesday and Thursday
of the event. The seminars were an
excellent addition for those looking
to become more active within the
gardening community, for those who
were looking for new skills, or simply
for beginners looking for an intro
into this creative world. The seminars
ranged from honey bees in the garden
to gardening without sprinklers and
the power of house plants.
The event had a large range of
competitions, exhibits, and events
to participate in for individuals with
little-to-no experience or those with
passion and years of experience. There
were booths and individuals present
with specialization in pottery, farming,
gardening, painting, jewelry, and even
more. The event was exquisite and
a lovely sight for people of all ages,
ethnicities, and gender.
Myrea may be reached at
mmora@su-spectator.com
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BACK N SESH’N: LIL PUMP BRINGS THE HEAT ON “HARVERD DROPOUT”
Jordan Kenison
Volunteer Writer
Gazzy Garcia, famously known as
Lil Pump, is one of the most prolific
faces of new age rap. With his triple
platinum hit “Gucci Gang” offhis gold
self-entitled album “Lil Pump” and
platinum hit “I Love It (feat. Kanye
West),” Pump has made a reputable
name for himself in the music industry
and proven his ability as an artist.
“Harverd Dropout,” Pumps highly
anticipated new album—scheduled
to drop on Pump’s birthday, Aug. 17,
2018 —was delayed because Pump
and his manager had “lost the album.”
Pump was subsequently arrested on
Aug. 29 in Florida for driving without
a license and the album release was
pushed back to Sept. 14, when it was
delayed again. Finally, after nearly
five months of waiting, fans are able
to listen to Pumps highly anticipated
sophomore project.
Was it worth the wait? For fans of
Pump, “soundcloud rap” in general,
and in your face trap music, you will
not be dissapointed.
Let’s get oneobvious thing straight—
Lil Pump is no lyrical sauvant. Most
of his songs contain the same subject
matter: getting expensive cars and
clothes, flexing on haters, having sex
and doing drugs, and an almost funny
brand of what I can not yet determine
as arrogance or idiocy. He consistently
raps over bombastic, in-your-face trap
chords and his lyrics in the chorus can
be too repetitive. I bet many never
want to hear the phrase “spent 10
racks on a new chain” ever again.
WhateverPump lacks in originality,
he more than makes up for with
his energetic delivery. He is able to
expertly ride a catchy beat and make
an earworm hook out of nearly
anything. On the album’s opening
song “Drop Out,” Pump exclaims on
the hookhow he “dropped out and got
rich,” tying into the album’s title which
was based on an instagram post where
Pump told fans he was admitted to
Harvard but hated it and left. His
stuttered delivery on this track is
incredibly catchy as he takes control
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ofthe techno, unfilteredbeat.
“Nu Uh” sounds like a lot of other
songs on this album. Like I said,
Pump has a certain formula that you
can expect. But while his last project
-had many short songs that felt as
though they were unfinished snippets,
the songs on this album are longer
and build upon what he has done to
produce better structure and flow. On
“Nuh Uh” for example, Pump speeds
up and alters his flow in the middle
ofverses, giving the track a nice level
of variety and spontaneity that makes
listening to his irreverentlyrics fun.
“I Love it (feat. Kanye West)” was
a song I initially hated when it was
released a few months ago. While I
originally took the song as crude and
oversexualized, it started to grow on
me. First off, it isreally hard to not like
a Kanye produced beat. Additionally, I
realized that Pump and West weren’t
objectifying women as much as they
were praising their superstar lifestyle
and admitting to sexual fantasies.
Being controversial is not something
Pump is afraid of, and I have to
commend him and his music for that.
“ION,” featuring Pump’s
childhood friend and partner in
crime Smokepurpp, gives off the raw
soundcloud vibe that made the pair
famous and rise to become 2018 XXL
freshmen. By this point the pair have
unbelievable chemistry. Parts where
Purrp comes in to lay a verse right the
instant after Pump finishes his and
vice versa make it feel like they’re two
separate people speaking from the
same mouth. Plus, how can you go
wrong with a feature from Riley from
“The Boondocks?”
“Be Like Me” is in my opinion, Lil
Pump’s best song to date. Pump has
been dissed for ripping offLil Wayne’s
brand of melodic, high velocity of
rap. And he fully embraces it, even
having Wayne on the track. Pump,
in the vein of Eminem on “The Real
Slim Shady” and “Hate Me Now,” is
calling out copycats and haters in
the best way he knows how—by fully
embracing his brand ofsilliness, swag,
and unapologetic attitude while riding
an addictive, 2005-esque beat.
The tracks “Off White” and “Vroom
Vroom” are admittedly terrible and
that is coming from a Pump fan. I’m
thinking these were more intended
to be lean-inspired visions rather
than actual songs, because a four
year old could have written these
two. However, these two songs do not
detract from the overall album.
If you do not like Lil Pump or new
age rap, this project will not sway you.
But for moderate listeners to avid fans
of hip hop and rap, Harverd Dropout
delivers Pump’s signature style while
refining the musical qualities that have
made him a pop culture sensation.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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Thompson received Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) Hitter of the
Week. The double computer science
and math double major received
this honor after having a standout
performance at the Rebel Classic in
Las Vegas.
Thompson helped lead her team
to their 5-0 undefeated weekend as
she tallied up five home runs, eight
hits, 11 drives arid added on six runs.
Thompson was one of two players
from the Seattle U Softball team that
received WAC player ofweek honors.
CL: The team had an impressive 5-0
tournament last weekend in Las Vegas,
what kind of energy does that give the
team going into this weekend?
BT: This weekend, everyone is super
TIME OUT SESSION: CARLY NANCE WAC PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Michaela Moore
StaffWriter
Redshirt Sophomore Carley Nance
was named Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) pitcher of the
week. Nance went 3-0 with a save
in a weekend of games in Las Vegas.
The sports and exercise science
major struck out 16 Rebel batters in
17.1 innings.
MM: How does it feel to be WAC
pitcher ofthe week?
CN: It feels really good. It feels
like the hard work has paid off and
it’s really exciting because I know
that award isn’t possible without my
team behind me. It just means that
we’re all working hard together and
that’s exciting.
MM: What team has been the
biggest challenge for you guys so far?
CN: Our first weekend we played
three PAC-12 teams and that was
pretty cool to play against such high
SPORTS
pumped. I thinkcoming off of a good
weekend we want to keep the energy
going. Everybody feels really good,
everybody looks really good and we’re
just really excited to see where the
season takes us.
CL: You got WAC Hitter ofthe Week
last week, how did you feel when you
found out that you got this award?
BT: I was really proud of myselfand
Carley [Nance]. We both went out
fighting andhad a really goodweekend
overall. I want to thank my team for
having my back for having my back
throughout the whole weekend.
CL: What are some goals that you
set for yourself for the 2019 season?
BT: I’m technically the oldest
catcher on the team, considering we
have two freshmen. I really just want
to be a leader for them and for my
team and get the WAC tournament
win for all ofour seniors.
competition and see that we could
hang with them and could have very
easily beat them ifone thing had gone
differently in the game.
MM: Do you have any goals for the
remainder of the season?
CN: Definitely just to keep going
after it with my team, get more wins,
win the WAC tournament, and make
a run in the NCAA playoffs!
MM: How do you think your team
can achieve those goals? Is there a
good connection on the team?
CN: Oh yeah, absolutely. I thinkthis
is the closest-knit team I’ve ever been
a part of. We’re all friends, we all love
each other, and I think that will be
the biggest thing moving forward in
being successful.
MM: Do you have a special pregame
ritual that you prefer?
CN: I kind of mix it up. Personally,
if I focus on one thing, that’s the
reason I do good or bad. I feel like if
I stay loose and just do whatever feels
CL: What do you like to do in your
free time besides playing softball?
BT: I’m an avid dog lover, I used to
foster dogs a lot. I love taking them
out and just hanging out with them.
Other than that, I am verymuch a stay
in bed, homebody, Netflix and hang
out kind of person.
CL: Who or what inspired you to
play softball?
BT: When I was younger, I lost a
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Seattle U Softball player Bailey Thompson was named WAC hitter of
the week.
right. Sometimes I listen to music,
sometimes I don’t. Just not focusing
on one thing because I think because
that puts too much pressure on that.
It’s a superstition thing, and softball
players are notoriously superstitious.
We all kind ofdo our own things.
MM: Do you have a specific song to
get pumped to when you do want to
listen to music?
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Carley Nance was announced WAC Pitcher ofthe Week due herperformance at a
tounranment in her hometown, Las Vegas.
really good friend that used to play
with me back when I was in Las Vegas
and her dad was my coach. He always
inspired me to keep going and to keep
playing. He and my dad were my
biggest inspirations to keep playing
and continue at the colligate level.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
CN: That’s tough. If I do listen to a
song, it’ll be “Can’t Tell Me Nothing”
by Kanye West, that’s my walk-up
song when I’m at bat. Any song really,
sometimes its country sometimes
it’s not.
Michaela may be reached at
mmoore@su-spectator.com
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The Seattle University Womens
Basketball team battled through two
away games this past week.
At the University of Missouri-
Kansas City (UMKC), the Redhawks
were ledby Junior Joana Alves. Scoring
a career-high of 32 points, Alves shot
13-20 and just missed the Seattle U
Division I single-game record.
UMKC began to pull away early
in the second quarter, and The Roos
ultimately won the game 83-66.
Two days later, the Redhawks made
their way to Chicago State University’s
home court, where a hard-fought
battle was lost 61-64. Alves posted
another notable performance, but the
Cougars came back strong following
three consecutive free-throws and
took the victory.
The Redhawks will host their final
home game Feb. 28 versus California




Baseball had their first home games
this weekend, beginning with a
double header against the University
of Nebraska Omaha Mavericks
on Friday.
The first game of the double header
went very well for the Redhawks. The
rainy Seattle weathercouldn’t stop the
Redhawks for game one as they scored
12 runs, led by Junior Austin Lively
with three hits leading to two RBIs.
First-year Julian Kodama popped
his. first collegiate homerun as part of
the big second inning score fest.
Seattle won with an impressive
score of 12-0 after the game was called
at the top of the 6th inning due to
the weather.
In the second game, Omaha came
back with a vengeance and beat
the Redhawks by just one run, in a
3-2 finish.
20 SPORTS
Baptist University at 6 p.m.
Women’s Softball
The Seattle University Women’s
Softball team played a total of five
games at the Aggie Invitational.
Beginning Friday, the Redhawks
lost by a slim margin to University of
California, Davis (UCD). The game
ended 1-0 but the Redhawks came
back strong Saturday, finishing 3-1
against the University of Texas at
El Paso. The teams were even at five
through seven innings, but key plays
from Senior Kaylee Ree aided greatly
in the Redhawks’ success.
In a rematch against UCD, the
Redhawks scored first but the Aggies
responded with a pair of runs and
held onto the lead.
The Redhawks came back strong the
final day of the tournament, winning
both matches against Idaho State and
Saint Mary’s 6-1 and 7-1 respectively.
Seattle U will make the trip
to Oklahoma March 1-3 for the
First-year Josh Thompson started
the game for the Redhawks. He
pitched for four innings earning five
strikeouts and only giving up one
run. Sophomore Will Smith pitched
the remaining five innings and closed
with six strikeouts and only giving up
threehits and two runs. The Redhawks
played Omaha again on Saturday.
Lively again led the Redhawks as the
top hitter with three hits and scored
on RBIs three times as well.
The action for baseball did not
end there as they played one more
time against Omaha on Sunday. The
game was in Omaha’s favor for a few
innings, but the Redhawks rallied and
came out on top with a score of 8-6.
Basketball
Seattle U remained at home this
week, playing an intense game against
University of Missouri Kansas City
(UMKC) on Thursday. The Redhawks
were led by lower Sophomore Terrell
Brown, who scored 21 points. Brown
Oklahoma State/Tulsa Invitational.
Women’s Golf
At the Grand Canyon University
Invitational, the Seattle University
Women’s Golf team took on their
first spring tournament for the
2019 season.
Within a talented field of 19
teams and 108 golfers, Sophomores
Kimberlee Tottori and Keisha Lugito
tied for 18 place overall. The two-
day competition provided notable
Saturday performances from
Sophomore Vendela From as well.
The Redhawks willbe busypreparing
for their next big tournament, the
Dr. Donnis Thompson Invitational,
hosted in Kailua, Hawaii on
March 12-13.
Women’s Tennis
The Seattle U Women’s Tennis
team fared against Brigham Young
University in a close match on
Saturday.
and Morgan Means, a junior. Both had
8 rebounds and Means contributed 18
points ofhis own.
The Redhawkswere able to get tothe
line and showed consistency, going 14
of 15 on free throws.
Seattle won in a tight game by a final
score of 69-64.
The Redhawksreturned on Saturday
to play Chicago State University.
Brown proved himself again on
Saturday night, scoring 20 points
against the Cougars. It was also a big
night for junior Matej Kavas, as he
got back into the swing of things as he
returned from injury. The Redhawks
won by 20 points, 77-57. Seattle
will play fellow Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) member Utah
Valley Universityon Tuesday, Feb. 26.
Golf
The Redhawks however escaped the
rain and traveled to Palm Desert,
California, to play in their second
tournament of the season. The
Sophomore Hannah Gianan, Junior
Kali McCollister, and Senior Lily-Ana
Kreutzer performed well, all winning
their respective singles matches.
Double-play consisted of close
matchups with Senior-freshman
duo Kreutzer and Freshman Jillian
Rasmussen posting a 7-5 victory.
However, the Cougars ultimately
pulled away with a 4-3 win.
The Redhawks have a little over a
week of downtimebefore gearing upto
take on George Fox University March
8. The matches will take place at the
Amy Yee Tennis Center in Seattle and
begin at 2:30 p.m.
Nicole may be reached at
ngolba@su-spectator.com
Redhawks played against some of
the top teams in the nation. Jack
Rahon, a first-year, and Junior
Greg Gionfriddo tied to as the top
golfers for the Redhawks. Golf
will travel to California again this
week to tee off at the Sacramento
State tournament.
Tennis
Men’s tennis matches were canceled
this past week due to inclement
weather. The next match- for the
Redhawks is scheduled to take
place against Gonzaga in Spokane,
Washington, on March 2.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
TRACK AND FIELD FINISHES INDOOR WITH MEDALS AND RECORDS
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
Seattle University Track and Field
had been preparing for their indoor
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
Championship for over five months.
This past weekend, the Feb. 22-23,
Redhawkscompeted in Nampa, Idaho
against six other WAC teams.
Day one of the WAC Indoor Track
and Field Championships earned
Seattle U two bronze medals, seven
qualifying athletes, 12 personal
records, and one school record.
Day two of the WAC Indoor Track
and Field Championships was an
incredible way to end the weekend
and conclude indoor season.
60-meter Hurdles
Junior Michelle Newblom ran the
60m hurdles and clocked a time of
8.93, which qualified her for finals
the next day and set a new program
record for the 60m hurdles. Newblom
clocked a time of 8.95 in the 60m
hurdle finals.
60-meter Dash
Sophomore Michaela Moore set a
new personal record, in which she
finished with a time of 7.81. Moore’s
time was .02 off the current indoor
program record.
Long Jump
Redshirt Senior Caylah Lunning
finished seventh in the long jump,
jumpinga season’s best 5.51 meters.
200-meter
Sophomore Michaela Moore PR’d
again, clocking in a time of 26.26.
First-year Isaiah Payne ran a 22.07
which earned him a personal best
and the last spot in Saturday’s finals.
Payne set another personal record
in the 200m dash finals, crossing at
22.00 even.
400m
First time WAC Indoor Conference
competitors, first-years Regie Grady
(59.92), Chloe Deleissegues (1:00.77),
and Redshirt First-years Rachel Van
COURTESY OF BRANT YAMAMOTO
Sophomore Devin Hasty ran a personal best in the 800m this weekend.
Liew (1:01.40), all set new season
highs. First-year Zachary Gonzalez
and Lucas Milne finished in 50.58
and 51.33 respectively.
800m
Junior Siobhan Rubio and first-year
Ellie Postma finished their race with
times of 2:15.44 and 2:16.94. Postma
shaved almost three and a half
seconds off her previous personal
best. Junior Emily O’Hara also PR’d
with a time of 2:27.17. Sophomore
Devin Hasty earneda personal best of
1:58.80. Redshirt Sophomore Nathan
Pixler finished first in his heat with a
time of 1:55.78, and first-year Stewart
Keene finished in 1:55.20. Postma,
Rubio, Pixler, and Keene all qualified
for the 800m finals.
In the finals, Postma and Rubio
finished in 2:17.70 and 2:19.41, along
with Keene crossing in 1:56.09. Pixler
won the gold medal in the 800m
men’s finals.
Mile
Jacques Hebert competed in the
indoor mile, clocking in a time of
4:18.59 which earned him first in his
heat and second overall for prelims.
He continued on to compete in the
finals and crossed the line at 4:24.65.
3k
Sophomore Rachel Kastama beat her
previous personal best by 12 seconds,
clocking in at 10:36.59. First-year
Marie-Therese Chahrouri also ran a
personal best of 10:40.31; Sophomore
Elle Stein finished with a time of
10:47.71 and Junior Thea Foulk
finished in 11:05.21.
Kennedy also PR’d, finishing with
a time of 9:05.00. First-year Stephen
Crocker bested as well, with a time
of 9:18.79. This race also featured
three seniors who competed in
their last WAC Indoor Conference:
Eli Boudouris (8:36.94), Ben Monk
(8:43.66) and Cal Davidson-Turner
(8:49.11).
5k
Sophomore Kyle Kennedy beat
his previous PR by a whopping 48
seconds, clockinghim in at 15:28.72.
Distance Medley Relay
Both men and women’s distance
FEBRUARY 27,2019
medley relay teams earned third
place and a spot on the podium. The
women’s team, made up of Chahrouri,
Lunning, Rubio and Postma, finished
in 12:20.49, while the men’s team of
Pixler, Keene, Boudouris and Hebert,
finished in 10:23.33.
4x400m Relay
The 4x400m relay team consisted of
Senior Alexandra Carrasco, Payne,
Gonzalez and Milne, with a time of
3:24.79.
To close out the women’s events,
the 4x400m relay team of Lunning,
Grady, sophomore Nicole Golba and
Van Liew, finished the race in 4:00.30.
This past weekend proved that hard
work really does pay off. Now these
Redhawks get a short break between
the conclusion of indoor seasons and
their first outdoor meet of the year in
Portland, Oregon Mar. 15 and 16.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
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HOW TO LIVE WITH GREEN GUILT
For those of us who spend copious amounts of time worryingabout the Earth and researching methods to reduce our carbon footprint, there can be tremen-
dous amount of pressure involved in daily actions. When you are incapable of living out your values, there is a pang of immense guilt over yourcontribution to
climate change. This can be as debilitating as feeling miserable over a hastily made fast fashionpurchase or going into debt trying to buy all organic and sustain-
ably sourced groceries.
As with most things in life, there’s a label for this feeling: Green Guilt. This feeling isalso called “Environmental Guilt,” and describes the crippling feeling of
inadequacy when confrontedwith the latestman-made environmental crisis. This phenomenon first became popular in 2009 but has since decreased in popu-
larity or social impact. Despite the lackofmedia attention, green guilt is especially prevalent in places such as Seattle that tetter on the edge of green hippiness
and tech mania.
Sometimes this guilt can be helpful- it can give you the push you need to stay true to your values and commit to a vegetarian or vegan lifestyle. But it can also
lead you to abandon any efforts to live environmentally friendly because no action seems to be enough or without its own negative side effects.
These mistakes can often lead to undue pressure on people who are simply trying to live a kinder lifestyle. It can distract you from the real culprits behind
climate change: corporations. In 2017, The CarbonMajors Report was released and found that 100 producers accounted for 71 percent of industrial greenhouse
gas emissions. Instead of nitpicking our every action and scrutinizing the actions ofthose around us, let’s put our energy into creating regulations for these cor-
porate giants.
This being said, do not lose hope in the power of the purse. If the number ofpeople who refuse to buy fast fashion, travel by car less often, and instead chose
environmentally conscious products or shop used, businesses will be forced to change their production strategies. In the end, it is the products that we buy that
contributes to the carbon major corporations’ production of greenhouse gas emissions.
Ifyou cannot live a healthy vegetarian lifestyle and have tried multiple times, it is ok! I have met many people who feel immense green guilt at either not hav-
ing the resources to live a healthy vegetarian lifestyle or have health complications that prohibit the safe transition to a meatless diet. You do not have to go cold
turkey on meat or even give it up completely. Multiple studies have found that the Mediterraneandiet which heavily relies on fish, olive oils and nuts may be
better for you and the planet rather than a meat-heavy or carb based vegetarian diet.
Your challenge for this week is a simple one: choose the lesser evil ofthe options available to you. Eat fish instead of meat, buy used clothing instead of new or
drink loose tea instead of individually packaged. Read about youth-based environmental groups such as Zero Hour or Juliana v. U.S. and then choose the one
that best fits your values.
Every little bit counts. Most importantly- don’t feel guilty for not being able to single-handedly save the world. You are allowed to be human and make mis-
takes. Learn from your guilt and then apply thatknowledge in your activism.The bottom line is to do what you can and trust that it is enough for now.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMichelle Newblom, Frances Divinagracia, JacquelineLewis, Sophia Wells, Josh Merchant, AlecDowning, Michael Ollee, Sam Schultheis, and Emily
Mozzone. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle
University.
— Taylor McKenzie, Columnist





I Ji & Mama... Ifound an old video game in my
• childhood bedroom when l went home last weekend,
and itsells for around $100! I’m super excited, but
part ofmefeels guilty, do you think I should sell it? I
could use the money.
A Here’s my philosophy... would you spend $100 to buy• the video game yourself? Logically, if you hold onto
• the game, then you’re basically saying the game is
worth $100 to you. Ifyou’re confident it’s worth that, then by
all means hold onto it! If you’re just feeling nostalgic though,
and can’t imagine spending $100 on a video game, then the
only thing to do is sell, because to you the $100 is worth more
than the game.
Q My 4th yearfriend is “friends
”
with this guy who
*
always texts her random, boring things outta the
blue. Like “just got a haircut” or 1dinner was
awesome.
” She doesn’t really want to befriends with
him anymore, but he doesn’t really have friends. What
should she do?
A On the one hand, I’d say it’s wrong of her to pretend• to be friends with someone that she actually doesn’t
• like. However, that sounds like someone who may not
take polite hints that she doesn’t want to talk anymore. She’d
probably need to tell him directly that she doesn’t want to hear
from him anymore., not great for anyone. You say she’s a fourth
year, so she only has a few months left. Realistically, I’d just
say to keep putting minimum effort into the friendship until it
naturally fades away after graduation. Hang in there!
ASK MAMA AN ANONYMOUS QUESTION AT
GUIDANCE@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
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